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Abstract- Due to increase in e-health technology, enormous amount of health records are collected from the 

patient side because of the demand for monitoring the patient’s complete in daily routine basis. Providing e-

health care service and maintaining these health records is a complex task because they need to be accessed 

remotely and the storage needs to be scalable. To handle this process cloud storage is a feasible and cost 

effective solution. As these health records are very sensitive, privacy of these outsourced e-health data needs to 

be preserved. Another problem is that we need a proper searching scheme to fetch health record faster from the 

large e-health record database. We can preserve e-health records privacy by using encryption standards by using 

encryption standard make the record non searchable. As a solution for the above two issues we use a searchable 

encryption algorithm for enabling search over encrypted data and an indexing technique which enhance the 

searching speed by creating an index file and updating it frequently when a new record is inserted and our index 

based searching technique reduce the need for bigger computation resources. 

 

Key Words:  Searchable encryption algorithm, index technique, e-health technology, e-health record database, 

encryption algorithm. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Generally, healthcare systems demand continuous and routine monitoring to capture a huge amount of 

information about their patients.  To manage and process such a massive scale of data, next generation e-health 

industry is already turning to cloud-based services. However cloud-based health monitoring is truly successful 

approach, there are still fundamental and critical challenges yet to be fully addressed. First, health data is 

personal and sensitive in nature. Directly exposing them in the public cloud environment may raise concerns on 

privacy violations. Second, how to quickly index the huge e-health record samples and make them promptly 

available for search and utilization. 

 

However the search is made over the index not over the data. The papers proposed algorithm considers the 

effective way of updating the index and secure search rather than the increase the efficiency of the searching 

process. The search algorithm suffers a linear complexity. which mean when the data increase the searching 

time of the record also increases.  So we uses a multidimensional indexing algorithm which is also was known 

for its high efficient search ability. It is a tree based index where the algorithm in the paper uses a bucket based 

indexing process. 

 

Consider a cloud-based health information system that hosts outsourcing personal health records (PHRs) from 

various health providers. PHRs, in  accordance with privacy terms, such as HIPAA. In order to facilitate data 

usage and partitions, the Search Engine Protocol (SE) program, the cloud service provider on behalf of 

unauthorized users (medical researchers or Doctors will not allow to search for encoded PHRs, information 

about basic raw material without learning. Please note that the environment we consider is supporting personal 

data sharing among multiple data providers and multiple data users. So, SE in the privacy setting. Plans[2], [3], 

which considers a user to find and retrieve its own database. On the other hand, Private Information Receipts 

(PIR) protocols [4], [5], [6] allows users to restore a particular data-item from a database, the administrator is 

ineligible, as data must be publicly needed. In order to cope with the key search problem in the cloud-based 
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health information system, we have a public key encryption with major search (PEKS) programs, which was 

first proposed in [7]. In a PEKS program, a cyber text of the so-called "PEKS Cyber text" is attached to an 

encrypted PHR. If a user says "diabetes" to restore all encrypted PHRs containing a keyword, a user sends a 

"dreadbot" associated with "diabetes" and sends it back to the user without learning the basic PHRs. However, 

there will be a solution in [7] and support for [7] [7] balance support questions. Other  existing PEKS projects 

supported by [8]. Set up vertical and   meta tags [9], [10] for integrated keyword search. 

 

However, the approach based on package interruptions is beyond the conclusions of the integrated query on the 

cloud server Additional Information, Using Meta Words Approach 2 The use of 2 meta keywords requires 

access to the potential questions for the approach. Programs such as [11], [12] to solve the above flaws in 

integrated keyword searches were presented in the public key system.  

 

A.  Overview of Our Proposed Scheme 

A proposed system uses a compression technique to reduce the data size of the uploading data. And uses a 

cuckoo hash technique to for high index load factors will relocate ids frequently. During the index updating it is 

not necessary to lock the buckets being read to avoid reading the non-updated data. Proposed design enable 

secure and very fast indexing of      continuously generated data samples for health monitoring. And facilitate 

highly secure encrypted search over compressed samples in the cloud storages. 

B.  Index Construction 

Multi dimension index structure are used to constructing the index structure of the user data. Before encryption 

of user data the pattern features extracted from the data and encrypted using the homomorphic encryption. 

Based on these pattern features and their frequency of occurrence the index structure is constructed.This module 

is use to update the index structure   when a data is generated the pattern features are extracted first.  Similarity 

between each node is first checked and the file is inserted into the most similar node descendant.  If there is not 

similarly tree travel then a new node is created and inserted into the tree. 

C.  Updating index 

This module is use to update the index structure  when a data is generated the pattern features are extracted first. 

Similarity between each node is first checked and the file is inserted into the most similar node descendant. If 

there is not similarly tree travel then a new node is created and inserted into the tree. 

D.  Query processing 

The signals or pattern to be match is given as an input query to the system and it matched the pattern with index 

tree. Before matching the pattern the query is also encrypted using the homomorphic encryption and the search 

is made. A similarity function is used to match the pattern with the tree node and find the similar node. Each leaf 

node in the tree structure contain a number of user data which is given as a result of the search.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

Generally most of people use encryption standards to secure the content on third party public cloud service. 

Because the data owner has the access to the encryption and decryption keys the data in the cloud storage can be 

view only by the data owners. We have different encryption standards 

 

Symmetric Key Encryption: Symmetric-key algorithms are algorithms for cryptography that use the same 

cryptographic keys for both encryption of plaintext and decryption of cipher text. The keys may be identical or 

there may be a simple transformation to go between the two keys. The keys, in practice, represent a shared 

secret between two or more parties that can be used to maintain a private information link. The secret key 

distribution is an issue when they are shared across a network or online. Apart from that the Symmetric-key 

algorithms are very must fast to encrypt and decrypt. 

 

Asymmetric Key Encryption: Public key cryptography, or asymmetrical cryptography, is any cryptographic 

system that uses pairs of keys: public keys which may be disseminated widely, and private keys which are 

known only to the owner. This accomplishes two functions: authentication, which is when the public key is used 

to verify that a holder of the paired private key sent the message, and encryption, whereby only the holder of the 
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paired private key can decrypt the message encrypted with the public key. It overcome the key distribution 

problem but slow when compare with symmetric key encryption. 

 

Problem Statements:  Both algorithms are secure to use to protect our information from the cloud storage they 

only vary based on their computation performance. Using these encryption algorithms data owners have 

achieved security over their data on cloud storages but they can’t search their information over the cloud data, so 

we had provided a solution to these problem in our proposed system. 

 

Another issue is that in case after finding the solution to the above process, we need an effective and efficient 

searching algorithm which can search our data as quick as possible. A tradition search scheme uses a string 

matching to extract the relevant file fdata storages which will be a time consuming task when there is a huge 

amount of data 

 

Table 1: Comparisons of fast and secure searchable keyword schemes 

 

Secure process Security level  Index issues  

 

Benefits  Key distribution  

Problem 

Symmetric encryption  High secure Non searchable          Fast      Yes 

Asymmetric  encryption  High secure Non Searchable          Slow      NO 

Searchable encryption  Low secure Searchable            Fast       Yes 

 

Algorithm1: Homomorphic algorithm 
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Algorithm 2: Searchable encryption algorithm 

 
 

III. FAST AND SECURE SEARCHABLE HEALTH MONITORING SYSTEM WITH 

KEYWORDS 

In this section, we describe the index model, security goals, encryption model and algorithms of our fast and 

secure  scheme. 

 

A. Index   Model and Monitoring System 

The structure of our main search system is shown in Figure 1, with four companies: the Trusted Generation 

Center, which publishes the system parameter and holds a primary private key, responsible for the transcribed 

generation of data, the data clouds encrypted data, the open cloud, encrypted Find privileged data users to access 

and access data, and a cloud server that runs key search functions for data users. Data owners include every 

encoded document that is superficial to search the cloud tapes on the cloud server. A data user is a key to the 

Troubleshoot Generation Center By issuing a accessibility framework, a dispatch request is issued. We feel that 
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the Trapore Generation Center has a unique authentication system to verify each data user and publish related 

transparency. Then 4. Notice that each word has a common name and a key value. Hidden access to data user, 

trapped and associated part by receiving a dropboard. Sends the system (ie without access to important values) 

to the designated cloud server. Each of the subsequent experimental functions between CyberText and TrapTty 

is its private key Using the key, and sends data to the user's user-friendly ciphertext. 

 
Fig. 1. Architecture of   fast and secure  keyword search system. 

 

IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

Key  distribution 

Keyword frequency similarities: We briefly reconsider the KP-ABE program encryption protocol in [18] 

below, indicating that a key value will hit marks if a search is encrypted directly. Encrypt. M, W and W1, ..., 

Wm size should be specified in the zp's specific values which are μ, z1, ..., zm ∈ zp, and ciphertext CT = C, D, 

{(Ci, Di)}. 

 C = eˆ(g,g)
αµ

, D = g
µ
, 

∀i ∈ [m] Ci = w−µ(uWih)zi, Di = gzi, 

. 

g, u, h, w, e (g, g) α general parameters. If a Cyber Txt   CD is given, it is easy to determine if a key value is 

attached to the Cyber Text to check whether the following equation exists.  To prevent such attacks, we use a 

"linear split" mechanism [20] in our construction, a miniature correspondence for each side. The previous lesson 

prevents the finding of keyword value in the cyber text, the latter step allows the use of Trobert to test key 

values in the Cyber text. Hidden values in Trabert can be learned by conducting offline overwhelming attacks 

with the private key associated with the cloud server. 

 

Pattern gathering: This module is used by our system to gather user medical information and upload them to 

the server. For using the system a user needs to register first and after authenticating the user he/she is allowed 

to participate in this program. User data are frequently uploaded to the cloud server after encrypting the data and 

the index file is updated according too. So this module triggers the encryption module and the index 

construction module. 

 

Extensions: Our open SE system can be expanded in several ways.   clear searchable encryption for search 

query. The limit for searchable encryption in many applications is a key requirement for searching. Important in 

an important step as shown in [27].  By defining words, simple border search can directly expand our SE system 

in favor of a class [27]. An example is the key name "age" with 0 to 100 key values. "11-20" means "11-20" ("0-

100", "0-100""0-30", "11-20") and "0-30", "0-10" 2 and level-3 respectively. 
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KP-ABE Our SE Organization Rouselakis-Waters KP-ABE [18] It is designed to be anonymously, so our plan 

is easily accessible and anonymous KP-ABE program. Without the priority order you can get without random 

orders, in which the opponent can not find any information about the relevant attribute structure given by a 

Cyber text.Nominal phase identity based encryption (HIBE). The Rouselakis-Waters KP-ABE project at [18] 

can replace the HIREE project with nonrepeating labels, "and" using policies and representational capabilities 

[19]. Since our SE program can be used to create an anonymous KP-ABE project, it can be converted into a 

more known HIBE program using the same method as [19]. They not consider our targeted challenge on index 

build efficiency when data is continuously generated at high rates. It takes nearly 2 hours to index 1 million 

encrypted data records. 

 
 

Fig.2 Computational cost of the encryption algorithm for different curves with respect to number of keywords 

in distribution. 

 

V. CONCLUSION  

 

We had built a health care system where doctor can search their patient’s record for analysis purpose using multi 

dimension index tree. If new pattern arrives the index create a new branch in the tree else the pattern is inserted 

into the leave node of the tree. When the search is made the algorithm travels through the tree and select the 

leave node from tree. in this case computation load remain same in most case during the search process which 

makes your algorithm more effective than the existing algorithm. 
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